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I am so happy to see you have taken advantage of
the free ebook! Dealing with Endometriosis is hard,
sometimes we feel like we just may not be able to
get through the day. I hope you find some new
information or tips and tricks within these pages.
They are here to re inspire you and hopefully help
you take back the control of your life, i hope you find
the magic within these pages.
These topics were the most requested by you all
through Instagram, we plan to cover more in the
future and are so excited!
Remember, the contents are just opinions, selfresearch and what i have found works for me
personally. Always consult medical professionals and
do what works for you! You know your body better
than anyone.

Annie x
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What is Endometriosis?
Now before we jump into everything, lets re educate on what endometriosis
really is. There are so many fibs being thrown around and really want to
take this opportunity to make sure you all have the right information!
Knowledge is power my girls.
Endometriosis is a medical condition that occurs when tissue similar to the
lining of the uterus, called the endometrium, grows in other places outside
of the uterus, such as around the fallopian tubes, ovaries or along the pelvis.
HOW WILL I KNOW IF I HAVE ENDOMETRIOSIS?
Some symptoms and signs you could have Endometriosis, however not
limited to, are;
• pain with periods, often the most common symptom
• bowel problems like bloating, diarrhoea, constipation, pain with bowel
movements, painful wind (often diagnosed as Irritable Bowel Syndrome)
• painful intercourse
• sub-fertility or infertility
• tiredness and low energy
• pain in other places such as the lower back
• pain at other times e.g. with ovulation or intermittently throughout the
month
• premenstrual syndrome (PMS). This might make you feel moody,
emotional or irritable
• abnormal menstrual bleeding
• bladder troubles like interstitial cystitis

cont.

*** Discomfort with periods is often normal, distress is never normal ***
Pain during sexual intercourse or afterwards can be common. Internal
examination and/or cervical smear can also be painful.
In saying all of this, your body could be covered in Endometriosis and yet
experience no symptoms at all. This is he crazy and sad thing about it all. You
may be riddled in Endometriosis and have no symptoms, or you may have
tiny amounts of tissue and have the worst symptoms!!! Isn't that so strange?
WHAT CAUSES ENDOMETRIOSIS?
No idea. There is no proven theory of why we get Endo. I have read multiple
articles etc of where they say that Endometriosis is hereditary, as in it runs in
our families. Remember, some people do not experience symptoms and may
not know they have endo, or may not have been diagnosed!
I do happen to think that diet and lifestyle choices effect the symptoms
however.

HOW TO BE
AN
ADVOCATE
FOR
YOURSELF?

Being an advocate for yourself can at times be rough, however my belief with this all comes down
to mindset. In everyday life, not just with Endometriosis, I am my own biggest cheerleader. I have
always backed myself, believe in my truths and what I bring to the table. Sure there are moments
of self-doubt and struggle here and there, but I try to check myself and have very honest
conversations and bring myself back in line when these thoughts present themselves.
It can be very hard believing in your truth when other people are continuously doubting you,
when doctors diminish what you're feeling and bosses/colleagues don’t really understand or
believe you. When everyone around you has no trust in your words it can be verrrrry hard to have
belief in yourself and stand up for yourself, I know this all too well! There have been a few times
where iv really did think I had something wrong with my head and that I was making these pains
up, that it wasn’t real and I was faking. But by staying true to myself and believing in my word
and body I fought.
When I talk about mindset I’m referring to the power of positivity, “what you think you become” is
one of my favourite quotes and I believe whole heartedly in it. When people try and knock you
down, stand back up.
I believe if you are speaking the truth always, whether it was what people want to hear or not,
you shouldn’t be ashamed of tour words.
When you are walking into a doctor’s appointment, you know that you need to be there, you
know your pain is real. Let’s be honest, who’s really going to waste that time and money to go
and sit in a waiting room and openly take medications that ruin their body? I know for a fact I
wouldn’t be doing any of this if I didn’t have too and I always wait until I am in dire need of help
to ask for it. So by knowing full well that I am within my rights to be there due to my suffering I
can advocate for myself. I don’t leave until I feel heard and understood. This is a fine art I have
perfected over years and years of appointments but over the time this is what I came to realise,
that I know I’m right and no one is convincing me otherwise.

cont.
I use to have a mindset when it came to work that I had to
be the most hard worker there. The most dedicated
employee, never saying no, always helping where I could.
Extra hours? Of course I’ll do them. Sick days where for the
weak and not acceptable for me to take. I have so many
memories of dying out in back rooms doubled over in pain,
asking for 5 minutes to get myself together and forcing
myself to breathe through the pain. There was another time
where I had been rushed to hospital the night before and
spent. Most of it there, had 3 hours sleep and back up again
to take myself to work.
Now I still believe in handwork, I still believe in being the
teacher’s pet at work. However I have a new outtake on life
and work. How is my employer meant to get the best out of
me if I am not my best self? I now believe in honest
communication between myself and those in charge. I always
advise people in interviews that I have Endometriosis, what I
do to manage it, how it could potentially affect my job at
times. This builds trust from the start, it shows that you are
honest and have integrity. If they choose not to employ you
based off this information then you don’t want to be
employed by them anyway as problems would 100% occur in
the future.
And again, same goes with the above chat. When calling in
sick I always know it’s because I need to take time off. Yes
that can at times cause stress for managers etc but that’s
why they get paid more money than you. If you only call in
sick when its valid then there is nothing wrong. You need to
be completely honest and transparent when dealing with
these situations. Build a good relationship with those who you
work around so they too believe in you.
At the end of the day, if you call in sick and they aren’t happy
about it, you know within yourself you educated them on your
situation before the job was even offered too you, and if they
are upset that’s their problem and truly not yours!
All though this isn’t gospel this is how I run my life!
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How to ask for help from your support
system?
Firstly I'm going to ask you this question. When you look at who’s around
you, do you feel loved, supported, cared for and know you can count on
your team? If you answered no to any of these you need to re evaluate
who you have in your immediate circle. You should have more than one
person who you know you could call on at any point. This can be family
or (how I like to refer to good friends as) chosen family.
When you are surrounded by good people the thought of asking for a bit
of assistance shouldn’t be an issue. You need to build solid foundations
with those around you so you know you can count on each other! Every
relationship in your life should be able to put up with a little lean. What I
mean by that is you need to have a relationship where it goes both ways,
make sure that those who support you, you do the same for them when
needed too! It's all about give and take and treating others how you want
to be treated. A lot of my friends don’t know much about Endometriosis
and then a lot also do! Whenever people ask about it I always educate, I
let them know facts as-well as my personal experience. My family have
done their own research as have partners I have had.
Letting people know what you need when you're going through a bad
time is key. I hate being touched and spoken to I need my own space, my
medications, heat and comfort. But I explain this too those around me
when I'm good so that when my needs need to be taken into
consideration they already know how to deal with it all.
Having this plan in place makes it more seamless for you to ask help in
the future as everyone is on the same page and you don’t feel so “needy”
asking for 20 things in 10 minutes as everyone already knows the game
plan!

Use the code “community” in the
checkout for a little surprise
exclusive to the ebook girls x
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Supplements
So supplements, you may be a complete novices, know a little bit or be an absolute guru when it
comes to this topic! There are so many out there, we are given so many different suggestions and it
can all become confusing, so I thought I would list a bunch of popular ones and what they do plus
how the benefit your Endometriosis. It can become so expensive when it comes to purchasing
supplements so at times you need to pick one or two that you feel will benefit you the most. Here
are some brief descriptions on how the following can assist your Endometriosis Journey, it is
encourage to speak further with a Naturopath or local supplement salesperson to gather more
information on what would work best for you as an individual.
Please note that the information found in this section is personal research and to always contact a
medical professional if you have any further queries, also note that some supplements can interfere
with western medicine.
Evening Primrose Oil
Evening Primrose Oil has anti-inflammatory properties. The GLA (gamma-linolenic acid) ingredient
found in this supplement has also been found to be beneficial in reliving menstrual cramps.
N-Acetylcysteine
Also known as NAC, is a powerful antioxidant and anti-inflammatory as well as assisting your body
with detoxification. It has been proven to decrease cysts in size, assist in pain and also in ovulation.

cont.
Vitamin B6
B6 plays a vital role in the breakdown and regulation of estrogen. It also can reduce the
intensity and duration of period pains.
Magnesium
Magnesium acts as a muscle relaxant and has been shown to have a beneficial effect on
painful periods and lower back pain. As there are different types of Magnesium, make sure you
have a chat with someone about which form is right for you and your symptoms.
Probiotic
Digestive issues are often a main complaint of woman with Endometriosis, try taking a Probiotic
to help! With all the damage we do to our bodies and our gut by inhaling so many prescription
medications a Probiotic will assist in restoring your natural balance.
Omega Fatty Acids
Melatonin
I originally used melatonin to help with my sleep issues, however after further researched found
that it is often used for the treatment of Endometriosis. It has powerful natural detoxification
properties and especially helps in the removal of excess and/or nasty forms estrogen – great
huh!
Dim
to help the body metabolise estrogen into the most beneficial form and not into harmful forms.
It also has been shown to help reduce bleeding which may help those with very heavy flows.
Probiotic
Digestive issues are often a main complaint of woman with Endometriosis, try taking a Probiotic
to help! With all the damage we do to our bodies and our gut by inhaling so many prescription
medications a Probiotic will assist in restoring your natural balance.
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Melatonin
I originally used melatonin to help with my sleep issues, however after further researched found
that it is often used for the treatment of Endometriosis. It has powerful natural detoxification
properties and especially helps in the removal of excess and/or nasty forms estrogen – great
huh!
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I know about this all too well. Gosh it can be so hard cant it? You’ve
already had to come over the hurdle of bailing on a friends birthday
or picking up the phone to call in sick which is all a daunting activity
on its own and then you have the waves of emotion that follow after,
especially if the person on the receiving end isn’t so kind about it all.
Again, I would urge for you to check your circles as you shouldn’t be
made to feel guilty for missing a friend/families event due to your
health. If you are you really need to have some conversations with
yourself and others.
Keep busy!!! It’s very easy to jump in bed and watch something on
Netflix, I’m even guilty of this. But filling you r time with things that are
more beneficial this will hopefully help with the guilt. I know the guilt
gets worse for me if I’m sitting around feeling sorry for myself!
Yes even if you are in bed struggling, listen to a podcast, this will help
keep your mind off things and hopefully prolong the wandering mind.
If podcasts aren’t your thing try reading. If this still isn’t a go to for
you, make better options with what you’re watching. Try
Documentaries, real life series, educational pieces.
Break your time up with meditation and breathing exercises. All which
can be done from bed or the couch! Work smarter not harder aye!
I do at times feel very bad for not being able to make prior
commitments and it can attempt to eat me up! One of the things that
gets me through is self-positive re enforcement. Try asking yourself
these questions in the future when you’re having a rough time –
• Am I normally a good friend?
• Am I reliable when I have the ability to be so?
• Would you really be having a fun time/be able to do your job if
you attended?
• Would your mood/symptoms effect those around you?
Having a little chat with myself that involves little queries like these
usually pull me back in line and stop the guilt from being
overwhelming as they are an honest representation of the situation.

Food
If the information in this section is news to you I really urge you
to do some more research. Self-educating is a powerful tool,
most of us have experienced minimal help from medical
professionals, so learn to help yourself You may also note that
ma jority of what is listed below is an inflammatory and in
general, not the healthiest options for an average person either!
•Dairy Products
•Wheat/Gluten
•Fats
•Salt
•Alcohol
•Caffeine
•Read meat
•Processed foods

cont.
Al though these foods are
known to be bad for
Endometriosis, listen to your
body and go with the signs –
your tummy will let you
know if it’s not agreeing with
you as will your
Endometriosis symptoms. I
know I can’t eat mushrooms,
it just doesn’t work for me!
Test, learn and respect your
body! Everyone’s bodies are
so different and we react to
different things, a good idea
for you could be keeping a
food diary for a few weeks
and noting down how you
feel after each meal. There
could be a sneaky ingredient
that really makes your
Endometriosis angry hiding
in a lot of your food. There

are always allergy tests you
can do, I have done a few of
these before and I really
enjoy them as things you
wouldn’t even think of pop
up! Yellow food colouring,
my body doesn’t like it!
Random right????? It’s much
more in depth, obviously go
to someone trusted with a
good reputation!
Its also really important to
learn what flares you up and
what you van do to manage
an endo bloat I write about
Endo Belly on a post called
Endo Belly on the blog which
I encourage you all to read
as again, knowledge is
power!

YOUR
favourite
posts from
the blog

https://allaboutannieblog.com/endo-belly/
https://allaboutannieblog.com/confessions-of-an-endometriosis-sufferer/
https://allaboutannieblog.com/parabens-and-endometriosis/
https://allaboutannieblog.com/how-do-i-prepare-recover-for-surgery/

Exercise
Exercise, it is so important for you, your
body, your health, spirituality, mental
state – EVERYTHING! However are you
exercising the right way for you and
what your body needs, keeping in mind
this changes every day.
Let’s think about the changes that can
happen daily –
•Stress
•Diet
•Amount of sleep
•Have you drunk in the last few days
•Menstruation
•Injuries
And I literally could keep going!
Dependant on what’s been going on in
our life on that exact day (and leading
up to it to be fair) should be a
reflection on how we are training.
Too many of us a having little amounts
of sleep, waking up smashing our
bodies in a massive day of work.
Forgetting to eat lunch and quickly
stuffing non nutritional meals into our

mouths, rushing to a HIT class after
work and then repeating the cycle.
Wow, reading that even made me out
of breathe, imagine your poor body
trying to heal and recover from a day
like that – it just wouldn't have the
time! Now think about a body who is
trying to heal on the daily from
Endometriosis being chucked into a
day like that 5 x a week?
Training for whats going on in the
moment in our lives overall is so
important. Remembering a rest day
counts as benefiting your body, as does
a day of just stretching!
Learning about stress, exercise and
lifestyle is so important and I
encourage you all to start listening to
what your body needs. On hard tired
days, go for a quiet walk. HIIT training,
in my opinion, is not the most beneficial
for someone who has an inflammation
issue. Do weights, go for runs, do some
HIIT when wanted however do not rely
on it!

Stress
I assume a lot of you have been told about the correlation
between stress and Endometriosis however have never
actually been able to draw the line that connects the two.
How can my stress levels make my disease worse, bring my
symptoms ugly heads forward and all round cause so much
havoc?
Scientists have a few theories as to why stress and endo are
linked. For one thing, when your body is under stress, it
produces a hormone called cortisol. Over time, producing too
much cortisol can hurt your immune system’s ability to
function – which explains why you might be more likely to
catch a cold when you’re stressed out.
Stress also increases inflammation in your body, and
inflammation plays a huge role in endometriosis. More
inflammation can ultimately mean more pain and so on the
story goes! Managing your stress levels are important to
everyone but especially those who have inflammation issues
in your body.

The good thing about stress management is there is so many
free tools online and its not exactly something you have to
pay for too get help with! Here a few of. My favourite ways to
manage stress –
Get a Diary
Day planning is a huge stress relief for me. Every night before
I go to sleep I write down everything I want to do for the day.
This includes work, gym washing, coffee dates – anything and
everything I know I have to do I write it down. As the day
dawns and progresses as new plans come up I add them too.
This is so I have a rough idea of how much I need to get done
and how much time I have to do so. It also grants a sense of
achievement looking at my planner thinking wow I
accomplished all of that? Amazing! I also use this at work too,
every single tiny task I am given gets written down and
crossed off once done!

cont.
Meditation
During meditative states, it can
become easier to focus your
mind and escape from the jungle
that is your mind. Taking a few
moments to concentrate on your
breathing and try to calm your
monkey mind is super beneficial
in stress management. Whether
you choose to set time aside
each day to meditate or take
moments in high stress
situations to slow down is up to
you as I personally find either
beneficial!
Learn to Step Away
Sometimes the situation can’t be
diffused, we can’t calm ourselves
own, we can’t stop you mind
from going 100 miles an hour –
sometimes the stress of the

situation just cannot be
minimised. So now it’s time to
change tactics, do you have the
option to walk away and leave
the situation? Can you come
back to this situation at a later
time when maybe other things
in your life aren’t also causing
stress? If you have the option of
taking a moment and coming
back to this task I really suggest
it. Even five minutes – get up and
have a drink of a water, clear
your mind and then hit that task
with a fresh mind.
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Thank you
Thank you for being apart of this journey! Thank
you for your constant support, Thank you for
allowing me to do this on behalf of you all!

Love Annie xxx

